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Abstract
Scaling model parameters usually improves model quality, but
at the price of high computation overhead. Sparsely activated
models, usually in the form of Mixture of Experts (MoE)
architecture, have constant computation cost over their dense
counterparts, thus providing opportunities to train and serve
a large model at a reasonable cost. However, the distributed
training of an MoE model is prone to low efficiency, mainly
due to the interleaved all-to-all communication during model
computation.

This paper makes three main contributions. First, we sys-
tematically analyze the all-to-all overhead in distributed train-
ing of MoE. Second, we propose a new communication
scheduling scheme based on tensor partitioning that prior-
itizes the all-to-all operations over other communication, due
to its blocking nature. Third, we introduce expert packing that
reduces the all-to-all transfer size and incorporates optimiza-
tions to mitigate its overheads. Both techniques effectively
tackle the all-to-all bottleneck, and we integrate them into a
new system called Lita. Experiments on an A100 GPU testbed
show that Lita improves the training step time of popular NLP
models by up to 1.73x over the state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in deep learning have shown that a model’s
quality is typically improved as its number of parameters
increases [12, 15, 17, 33]. Based on this, many new frontiers
in Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP) have been explored using large models [16, 27, 32].
While effective in terms of model quality, the computation
cost of training and serving large-scale models is extremely
high, which hinders them from being more widely adopted.

Following the basic idea of using massive model param-
eters while preserving constant computation cost, sparsely
activated models have recently been introduced [10, 17, 32].
The Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) structure is now one of the
most popular way to implement sparse activation [10, 11, 32].

For each input, instead of using all parameters, an MoE model
intentionally selects just a few of them, i.e. experts, for com-
putation. This leads to sub-linear scaling of FLOPS needed
with model size. Recent literature [8,16,20,27,36] has proven
the potential of MoE models. For instance, Google develops
a family of language models named GLaM using MoE [16].
Compared to GPT-3 with 175 billion parameters, the largest
GLaM has 1.2 trillion parameters while only consuming 1/3
of the energy for training. Meanwhile, GLaM still achieves
better zero-shot and one-shot performance than GPT-3. Mi-
crosoft also reports that their MoE-based language models
achieve a 5x training cost reduction compared to a dense
model with the same model quality [27].

Given the uptake of MoE, there have been several soft-
ware systems for efficient MoE training and serving, includ-
ing Google’s Mesh TensorFlow [31], Meta’s FairScale [9],
Microsoft’s DeepSpeed [2] and Tutel [7], etc. They provide
APIs for users to replace the conventional dense layers with
MoE layers with minimal code changes. They adopt both data
parallelism and expert parallelism to accelerate the training
process. That is, each device (e.g. GPU) is assigned with a
unique expert, and uses all-to-all to receive inputs from other
devices and then sends the gradients back to them accordingly.
Allreduce is then used to aggregate non-expert gradients in
the backward pass.

We focus on the efficiency of MoE training in this work. As
some [22, 29] has shown, the all-to-all operation is the main
bottleneck in distributed MoE training. We find three main
reasons from our empirical analysis. First, all-to-all blocks the
subsequent computation operations and needs to be invoked
four times for one iteration of a single MoE layer. Second,
all-to-all and allreduce often contend for network bandwidth
when they overlap in the backward pass, leading to a pro-
longed blocking period to the computation. Lastly, the transfer
size of all-to-all is large and grows linearly with the number of
experts. More discussion is presented in §2.2. As efforts are
being undertaken to tackle the other time-consuming aspects
of MoE training such as the einsum operation in the gating
network [7], all-to-all becomes a more pressing issue.
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We are thus motivated to systematically tackle the all-to-all
bottleneck which has received little attention thus far. Our so-
lution is Lita, an MoE training system that combines priority-
based micro-op communication scheduling with pipeline-
driven expert packing. We outline our two key ideas below.

First, we prioritize all-to-all over allreduce in order to im-
prove its bandwidth. Existing MoE systems launch separate
CUDA streams for the expert-parallel and data-parallel pro-
cess groups which correspond to all-to-all for expert and allre-
duce for non-expert parameters, respectively. As there is no
coordination between these streams, all-to-all and allreduce
can overlap and fair-share the network bandwidth. Unlike
allreduce, all-to-all is blocking and cannot be made parallel
with the computation process. Thus, prioritizing all-to-all in
the backward pass and avoid concurrent allreduce is crucial
to reducing the blocking period.

To efficiently prioritize all-to-all, we adopt tensor partition-
ing which breaks down a tensor into smaller chunks, each
of which forms a micro-op. With micro-ops, simple priority
scheduling can be applied to guarantee full network band-
width for all-to-all while allowing allreduce micro-ops to
make progress when all-to-all is not present. In addition,
micro-ops allow the expert computation to be pipelined with
all-to-all, the gain of which becomes more substantial with
our next idea.

Second, we consider packing multiple experts on a single
device to reduce the all-to-all transfer size and time, because
now fewer samples need to be sent over the network to other
experts on other devices. One expert per device is commonly
adopted today because it requires minimal effort to coordinate
interaction across devices. We design mechanisms to optimize
the efficiency of expert packing. Given the low computation
demand and GPU utilization of experts, we exploit parallel
execution of experts to minimize the additional computation
time. We also use DRAM offloading to mitigate the additional
GPU memory footprint. More interestingly, as more experts
colocate, computation time grows while all-to-all time shrinks,
and pipelining them becomes more beneficial with smaller
“bubbles” in between.

We build Lita based on DeepSpeed MoE [2] and PyTorch,
and evaluate it on a cluster with up to 16 Ampere A100 GPUs
with 40GB memory and 100Gbps InfiniBand. Results show
that Lita accelerates all-to-all by at least 2.21x, and achieves
on average 1.57x speedup in overall training step time com-
pared to state-of-the-art system DeepSpeed. Prioritizing all-
to-all with micro-op communication scheduling contributes
to a 1.38x speed up and expert packing brings a further 1.19x
speed up by reducing the all-to-all transfer size.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present an in-depth empirical analysis of distributed

MoE training to show three main causes for all-to-all to
be the performance bottleneck.

• We propose to prioritize all-to-all over allreduce in or-
der to improve its bandwidth and reduce its blocking

period. Lita’s scheduler incorporates tensor partitioning
and pipelining to perform micro-op scheduling.

• We introduce expert packing to further reduce the all-
to-all transfer size, with optimizations including parallel
execution and DRAM offloading to mitigate the addi-
tional overheads. Lita iteratively searches for the optimal
number of experts per device that maximizes pipelining
efficiency.

• We implement a concrete prototype system and conduct
comprehensive testbed experiments to demonstrate the
benefits of our design for various NLP models in a real-
istic GPU cluster setting.

2 Background and Motivation

We start with an introduction on MoE and on how an MoE
model is trained in a distributed manner in §2.1. Then, we
motivate our idea by analyzing the performance bottleneck
(i.e. all-to-all) in MoE training in §2.2.

2.1 A Primer on MoE
Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) has been adapted to different types
of DNN models, and in particular exhibits great potential in
improving the performance of language models. GShard [22]
and Switch Transformer [17] are two seminal works on scal-
ing Transformer-based language models with MoE layers.
We focus on MoE in Transformer-based models in this work,
while most of our design also applies to MoE in other models
directly (see §8 for more discussion).

Transformer-based models normally use an MoE layer to
replace the feed-forward network (FFN) layer. The MoE layer
consists of multiple FFNs as experts and a gating network
(Figure 1a). Every expert FFN is a fully-connected two-layer
network using ReLU activation but with different parameters.
The gating network dispatches each token to a small number
of experts (usually one or two) with weights. The output of the
MoE layer is thus the weighted average of outputs from the
selected expert(s). This way experts are trained to specialize
on certain tokens (i.e., words). The sparsity nature of MoE
improves the model scaling in size without increasing the
training cost. During training, a load balancing loss is added
to ensure the gating network evenly distribute processing
burden across experts [32].
Distributed training of MoE. Training MoE models in a dis-
tributed manner is necessary due to the tremendous compute
requirement of large-scale language models. For efficiency,
both data parallelism and MoE-specific expert parallelism (as
a form of model parallelism) are applied [17, 22]. Existing
MoE systems [2, 7, 9, 17, 22, 31] invariably adopt a simple
strategy of allocating one unique compute device (e.g., GPU)
for each expert in expert parallelism. An all-to-all communica-
tion is then needed to send the tokens to their experts selected
by the gating network, and another all-to-all is needed to send
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Figure 1: MoE layer in Transformer-based models.

# Experts
(GPUs)

Model
(# Layers & Parameters)

All-to-all
(ms)

Step Time
(ms)

Ratio
(%)

4
12L + 117M 259 722 36.7
24L + 233M 589 1684 35.4
36L + 349M 1479 3894 38.2

16
12L + 419M 333 854 39.5
24L + 838M 715 1934 37.6
36L + 1.2B 1545 4293 36.8

Table 1: The completion time of all-to-all and training step time of the
Transformer-XL [14] language model in different model sizes. Each FFN
layer is replaced with MoE and the number of experts is equal to the number
of GPUs similar to the common practice [17]. A100 GPUs with 40GB
memory and 100Gb/s InfiniBand are used. We use the MoE implementation
in DeepSpeed.

tokens back to the device they belong to in data parallelism
to finish the rest of the forward pass as shown in Figure 1b.
This simplifies implementation and deployment as no coordi-
nation is needed for communication operations. The devices
form one data-parallel group, which is also the expert-parallel
group. Thus, non-expert gradients are aggregated with allre-
duce and there is no aggregation on expert gradients among
devices.

2.2 MoE Training Bottleneck

Much prior work has identified the training bottleneck of MoE
models to be the all-to-all communication brought by expert
parallelism [7, 29, 36]. Table 1 shows the completion time of
all-to-all operations versus the training step time of various
language models in our GPU cluster. On average, all-to-all
takes 37.4% – a significant fraction of the step time. In the
following, we motivate our work by dissecting three main
causes for the cost of all-to-all communication in MoE. Our
analysis is based on the common scenario where the number
of experts is the same as the number of (GPU) devices.
Synchronous communication. All-to-all is a synchronous
operation and blocks the computation process. Figure 2 shows
an empirical timeline view of the forward pass of MoE train-
ing in our cluster. We observe that expert FFN computation
and the combine operation only happens when all-to-all op-
eration completes. During this period, GPU is mostly idle:
We use the PyTorch Profiler [6] to profile the GPU activities
for 20 steps in each experiment in Table 1, and find that the

Stream a
Stream b All-to-all

Forward Pass

0 3.1 10.7 12.1 18.7
ms

20.3
All-to-all

Gate FFN Combine

Figure 2: Timeline of forward propagating an MoE layer. We simplify
the presentation by bundling GPU kernels here: The computation kernels
are grouped by their roles in the MoE layer into Gate, FFN and Combine.
The Combine operation involves reshaping the tensors and computing the
weighted output. The timeline is taken from a sample run of training the
419M-parameter model in Table 1.

Stream c

Stream a
Stream b

Backward Pass

ms
All-to-all

FFN

0
Allreduce

All-to-all
GateCombine

1.6 8.6 9.2 13.6 15.0 22.6 26.1

Figure 3: Timeline of backward propagating an MoE layer under hybrid
parallelism. The first all-to-all is prolonged by the allreduce operation in
Stream b. The shadowed part is its original completion time.

average GPU SM efficiency during all-to-all is 3.7%. Note
that FFN computation takes much less time than all-to-all (on
average 3.3% of step time compared to 37.4% for all-to-all;
more on this in §5.2), which means pipelining all-to-all alone
does not resolve this bottleneck. As explained in §2.1, there
are two all-to-all operations in the forward pass, one for rout-
ing tokens from the previous Add & Norm layer to the chosen
experts, and another for sending them back to their original
GPU after the expert computation. Therefore a complete train-
ing step for one MoE layer incurs four all-to-all operations
including two from the backward pass. This aggravates the
inefficiency of MoE training.
Hybrid parallelism. The negative impact of all-to-all be-
comes more salient when we adopt hybrid parallelism [22]
in training. Data parallelism requires allreduce to aggre-
gate gradients, and expert parallelism requires all-to-all to
exchange tokens. Since the two operations control their own
process groups respectively, two dedicated CUDA streams are
launched concurrently. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 with
the timeline of backward processing in a sample run of MoE
training. When the two operations overlap, they share the net-
work bandwidth and their completion time is prolonged. How-
ever, we find that the slowdown factor is non-deterministic
and varies a lot. We collect the completion times of 1,500
all-to-all operations and plot the CDF of the slowdown factor
they endure with allreduce in Figure 4. We observe that the
median slowdown is over 1.83x and the worst is 4.14x.
Large data transfer. The second reason for all-to-all to be
a bottleneck in MoE is its large data transfer size. Since the
expert’s FFN architecture ensures that its input data size is
the same as the output data size, the data transfers in the two
all-to-all operations of the forward pass have the same size.
The position-wise expert processing is in token granularity.
Thus, the data transfer size is determined by five parameters:
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Figure 4: CDF of how much all-to-
all is prolonged when it overlaps with
allreduce operation. We also plot the
median and average slowdown factor.
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Figure 5: The proportion of all-to-
all’s completion time over training
step time when the number of experts
grows. Dashed line plots the data size
in one all-to-all operation.

the batch size per GPU bs, number of experts (or GPUs) N,
sequence length seq_len, number of selected experts per to-
ken k as in top-k, and the number of expected features in
the encoder/decoder inputs d_model. That is, the data size
(byte) transmitted per GPU in one all-to-all when using single-
precision floating-point (i.e. float32) is

T = bs× seq_len×d_model× k× N−1
N
×4, (1)

as tokens on each GPU are split into N partitions and N−1
partitions are sent to other GPUs (ensured by load balancing).
Then, T N bytes of data are transmitted across all GPUs in one
all-to-all and in total 4T N bytes for one MoE layer during
training. The data transfer size grows linearly with the number
of experts. Figure 5 presents the empirical evidence of all-to-
all’s transfer size as the number of experts grows from 2 to 16
(128). With the increasing number of experts, the time taken
by all-to-all grows from 33.4% to 44.5% of the step time.

3 Design Overview

Now we introduce our key ideas and Lita’s architecture.
Key ideas. Lita is a system designed to accelerate the dis-
tributed training of MoE models. Based on the bottleneck
analysis in §2.2, we tackle this problem from two aspects.

First, we aim to improve the network bandwidth of all-to-
all in order to reduce the blocking period of the computation
operations. Our key idea here is to prioritize all-to-all so it
does not fair-share bandwidth with concurrent allreduce (§4).
This is achieved using tensor-partitioning. We partition all-
to-all and allreduce tensors into small chunks, each of which
then forms a micro-op. Lita schedules an allreduce micro-op
only when there is no all-to-all waiting or ongoing so that
all-to-all is guaranteed the full network bandwidth during its
lifetime. Without prior information, tensor-partitioning and
micro-ops can ensure that in most cases all-to-all can launch
as soon as it arrives and allreduce is not deferred excessively.

In addition, micro-ops allow expert FFN computation to be
pipelined with all-to-all in both forward and backward pass
to further reduce training time. Although the benefit is small
due to FFN’s much shorter duration compared to all-to-all as

mentioned in §2.2, pipelining becomes more important as we
introduce our second idea now.

Our second idea aims to reduce all-to-all’s network traf-
fic by expert packing. Different from the common practice
that places one expert per device, in §5 we propose to pack
multiple experts to a single device to reduce the amount of
tokens that need to be transmitted across the network. We
design optimizations to improve feasibility and efficiency of
expert packing, including DRAM offloading for mitigating
the additional GPU memory footprint, and parallel execution
of experts for reducing the additional expert running time.
More interestingly, expert computation time grows while the
all-to-all time shrinks as more experts colocate on one de-
vice. As such, pipelining them becomes more beneficial with
smaller “bubbles” in between.
Lita’s workflow. Lita is an MoE-specific system built upon
general-purpose ML frameworks such as DeepSpeed [2].
When the training begins, its communication scheduler par-
titions the incoming operations into micro-ops based on the
pre-determined partition size (a hyperparameter in Lita) and
prioritizes those of all-to-all. FFN computation is pipelined
with all-to-all in both forward and backward passes. Then
Lita starts to pack experts when the training process is stabi-
lized after several steps. It increases the number of experts
per device iteratively until the pipeline bubbles are minimized
without overflowing GPU memory. DRAM offloading and
parallel expert execution are used whenever possible.

4 Prioritizing All-to-All in Backward Pass

We have shown that all-to-all is slowed down significantly if it
overlaps with allreduce in the backward pass in MoE training.
Lita partitions the communication operations into small micro-
ops and schedule them strategically in order to prioritize all-to-
all without impeding allreduce and the computation process.
We introduce the design challenges of prioritizing all-to-all
in §4.1. In §4.2, we present Lita’s communication scheduler
that uses tensor partitioning and pipeline execution to improve
the training efficiency.

4.1 Design Challenge
Intuitively, Lita can prioritize all-to-all and avoid concurrent
execution with allreduce with strict priority scheduling. All-
to-all is always dispatched first if both are present in the queue,
and subsequent operations have to wait until the running one
finish to make sure allreduce does not share the bandwidth.

It turns out that simply prioritizing all-to-all is not as ef-
ficient as one may expect. For work-conservation, when an
allreduce arrives first, it should be launched immediately. The
problem is when an all-to-all arrives later, though ideally one
would preempt the allreduce due to priority scheduling, this
is not possible in current multi-GPU communication libraries
such as NCCL [3]. The communication primitives are highly

4



Gradient i, i-1 Ready
Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 19.3 26.9 29.05.7

Bucket  [Gi...Gi-2]

14.7 17.7

Gate

12.0

All-to-all

FFNCombine

All-to-all

13.3

Gi Gi-2...

(a) Baseline. Shadowed all-to-all and allreduce are their completion times
without concurrent operations. Computing the entire MoE layer’s gradients
ends at 29.0ms.

Gradient i, i-1 Ready
Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 19.6 28.8 30.95.7

Bucket  [Gi...Gi-2]

Gate

12.0

FFNCombine

All-to-allAll-to-all

21.2

Gi Gi-2...

(b) Naively prioritize all-to-all without concurrent transmission can lead to
worse results; computing the MoE layer’s gradients ends at 30.9ms.

Gradient i, i-1 Ready
Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 24.6 30.45.7

Bucket [Gi... Gi-2]

13.3

FFNCombine

All-to-allAll-to-all

22.5

Gate

14.9

Gi Gi-2...

(c) Deferring allreduce to after the second all-to-all leads to better training
efficiency; computing the MoE layer’s gradients ends at 24.6ms.

Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 23.85.7 13.3

FFNCombine

All-to-allAll-to-all

22.5

Gate

14.9

Gi

24.6

Gradient i, i-1 Ready

Gi-2

Gi ... Gi-2

Gi-1

(d) Scheduling results if the arrival time and running time of communication
operations are known a priori. The allreduce completes much faster than (c).

Figure 6: Backward pass of MoE training with hybrid parallelism. The
yellow background marks the time period of computing the gradients of one
MoE layer. Stream a is responsible for the computation process and streams
b and c are for communication. This timeline is extracted from a real run of
the 419M-parameter benchmark model in Table 1.

optimized and upon being called, their complete transmission
strategies are settled and pushed to the CUDA streams. There
is no control knob inside each primitive to adjust how it shares
resources (e.g. CUDA cores, network bandwidth) with others.
Thus, as the example in Figure 6b shows, naively prioritiz-
ing all-to-all without concurrent allreduce actually leads to a
longer completion time for the first all-to-all and training step
time compared to the baseline in Figure 6a.

A potential solution is to obtain the arrival time and running
time of the upcoming all-to-all and allreduce, and orchestrate
them accordingly to maximize the efficiency. Assuming we
know that the allreduce for gradient i can complete before
all-to-all and the completion time of gradient i− 1’s allre-
duce is shorter than FFN computation. Then we can schedule
gradient i−1’s allreduce to the gap between the two all-to-
all operations at 13.3ms as depicted in Figure 6d. Obtaining
the precise knowledge of arrival and running times is, how-
ever, a rather daunting if not impossible task. ML frameworks
such as PyTorch fuse gradients into buckets based on a user-
defined bucket size to optimize allreduce efficiency. Yet in

Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 24.65.7 13.3

FFNCombine

All-to-allAll-to-all

22.5

Gate

14.9
AR AR

Gradient i, i-1 Ready
Gi ... Gi-2

Gi-1GiAR Gi-2

23.8

(a) Prioritize all-to-all and partition allreduce tensors. Instead of bucketing
gradients, we partition gradient i into three chunks when it is computed.

Stream a
Stream b
Stream c ms

0 4.1 23.0 25.65.7 13.3

Combine

20.9

Gate

FFN

AR AR AR AR AR
All-to-all All-to-all

Gi ... Gi-2

(b) Tensor partitioning for all-to-all and pipeline the FFN computation.

Figure 7: We show the scheduling results of the setup from Figure 6a with
tensor partitioning. All-to-all and allreduce micro-ops are of the same size.

large Transformer-based models, gradient sizes are also large;
since bucketing is done on the gradient level, the actual bucket
size for allreduce varies wildly [5]. Moreover, the implemen-
tation details of allreduce make it difficult to acquire a reliable
running time estimate as prior work has found out [13].

The other design choice is to blindly defer allreduce until
an even number of all-to-all finish as there should be a larger
gap between the backpropagation of two MoE layers relative
to FFN’s backward computation. Figure 6c shows the best
scheduling result based on the baseline in Figure 6a. In this
case allreduce can be launched when the second all-to-all
finishes and completes before the first all-to-all of the next
MoE layer (not shown in the figure). Yet, in other (worse)
cases, allreduce may still block the all-to-all of the upcoming
MoE layer if it takes relatively longer. In the extreme case, no
allreduce can be launched until all four all-to-all operations of
the current step finish. Since devices have to wait for allreduce
before moving onto the optimization phase, this incurs more
delay and is undesirable for wait-free backward pass [35].

4.2 Tensor Partitioning and Micro-Ops
To resolve the above challenges, we propose tensor partition-
ing that breaks down individual communication operations
into micro-ops, which can be easily prioritized with higher
efficiency.
Tensor partitioning. Unlike tensor bucketing which fuses
multiple gradients for an allreduce, Lita partitions each gra-
dient tensor into equal-sized small chunks and executes in-
dividual allreduce micro-ops independently. This brings two
advantages. First, it resolves the varying bucket size problem
for allreduce since each micro-op is uniform in size now. Sec-
ond, micro-ops naturally make better use of bandwidth [25]
without causing too much delay to allreduce under priority
scheduling. Consider the same setup from Figure 6a, in Fig-
ure 7a we partition gradients into five chunks. Before the
first all-to-all arrives, Lita launches three allreduce micro-
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ops; after the first all-to-all ends, it starts another micro-op to
opportunistically make use of the expert computation time.
Compared to the scheduling result without micro-ops in Fig-
ure 6c, allreduce for gradient i−2 now completes 6.6ms or
21.7% faster without prolonging all-to-all. Tensor partitioning
does incur overhead due to the partition and concatenation
operations before and after an allreduce, but it is mild: the
overall overhead in Figure 7a’s case is 764us. §7.3 has more
details of the overhead analysis.
Pipelining the micro-ops. Intuitively, we can also partition
all-to-all which provides an opportunity to pipeline the expert
FFN and further reduce the time that computation is blocked.
Specifically, we can pipeline the expert computation and all-
to-all micro-ops as in Figure 7b. Since the FFN computation
is in token granularity, the expert can start computing with
a subset of the tokens after one all-to-all micro-op. With
pipelining, we can eliminate the FFN time which is 1.6ms in
this example.

All-to-all partitioning and pipelining can also be adapted
in the forward pass, where the gain actually becomes more
salient as we now explain in §5.

5 Expert Packing

The previous section focuses on the backward pass. Here we
present Lita’s design, where we propose to colocate multiple
experts on a single device as a new angle to improve training
efficiency. We start with presenting this idea and its potential
challenges in §5.1. Then we explain in §5.2 Lita’s design
in tackling these challenges and maximizing the efficiency
gain of expert packing. Expert packing is used throughout the
training, and we use the forward pass as the context hereafter.

5.1 Packing Multiple Experts
Key benefits. We propose to place multiple experts on each
device to reduce the transfer size and time of all-to-all. In
Lita, each device hosts E experts and sends only tokens that
need to be handled by experts on other devices through the
network. Figures 8 show a 4-expert MoE model with different
packing decisions. Existing approach (Figure 8a) places one
expert per GPU and forms a 4-GPU expert-parallel group for
all-to-all. Now with two experts per device (Figure 8b), we
can form two smaller expert-parallel groups (GPU 1 and 2,
GPU 3 and 4) and reduce the all-to-all transfer size per GPU
by 1/3.

More generally, consider the all-to-all transfer size when
each device has E experts. Now that each device only sends
out tokens that cannot be handled locally (to peers in the same
expert-parallel group), following the same setup in §2.2, the
transfer size per GPU is reduced to

M = bs× seq_len×d_model× k× N/E−1
N/E

×4. (2)

GPU 1
FFN 1

GPU 2
FFN 2

GPU 3
FFN 3

GPU 4
FFN 4

A2A

A2A

A2AA2A

(a) One expert per device (ex-
isting approach). All-to-all is
done among all four GPUs and
there is no allreduce on expert
gradients.

GPU 1

FFN 3
FFN 1

GPU 2

FFN 4
FFN 2

A2A

GPU 3

FFN 3
FFN 1

GPU 4

FFN 4
FFN 2

A2A
Expert
Data

Parallel

Expert
Data

Parallel
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(b) Two experts per device. All-to-all is
done within two expert-parallel groups,
GPU 1 and 2, and 3 and 4; in the back-
ward pass, additional allreduce is needed to
aggregate expert gradients between GPUs
1 and 3, and 2 and 4.

Figure 8: Expert packing strategies for a 4-expert MoE model.

Compared to Equation 1, transfer size is reduced to N−E
N−1 of

the original size.
The parallelism strategy does become more complex with

expert packing. For the example in Figure 8b, there are two
new data-parallel groups (GPU 1 and 3, GPU 2 and 4) who
hold the same experts in addition to the two expert-parallel
groups. During the backward pass, additional allreduce is
needed to aggregate expert gradients within the two data-
parallel groups. This can be pipelined with computation oper-
ations and does not incur penalty to training time (§7.4).
Challenges. The central design question is then, how many
experts should be packed on a device for optimal perfor-
mance? Answering this simple question entails various chal-
lenges.

First, feasibility. One has to consider the additional GPU
memory required now to hold the extra expert parameters
which is an imminent and very common problem for large
MoE models [30], given that GPU memory is still scarce.
Consider a model with L MoE layers, with input dimension
d_model and FFN hidden layer dimension d_inner. In total,
L×d_model×d_inner×2× (E−1) more parameters need
to be loaded in GPU memory compared with the current
one-expert-per-device approach. For example, two experts
per device increases the memory footprint by 19.8% for the
419M-parameter model in Table 1.

Second, efficiency. Placing more experts per device is es-
sentially trading the expert computation time for reducing
all-to-all time. Computation execution on GPU is sequen-
tial by default, and expert computation time would grow al-
most linearly with the number of experts in this case. The
communication-bounded MoE model would eventually be-
come computation-bounded.

5.2 Design

Lita exploits DRAM offloading to reduce the GPU memory
footprint, and uses parallel execution of experts to minimize
the marginal increase of computation time (Figure 9). With
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With expert packing all-to-all becomes smaller.

Figure 9: We show how Lita executes packed experts and exploit DRAM
offloading techniques to swap expert parameters between host and device.

these optimizations, Lita finds the optimal number of experts
per device when the resulting expert FFN’s execution time
equals that of all-to-all so pipelining them is most efficient.
DRAM offloading. We leverage host DRAM to offload one
layer of the two-layer FFNs during expert computation [30].
The two layers in an FFN expert have an identical number
of parameters as the first layer transforms the token embed-
dings from d_model dimension to d_inner dimension, while
the second one does the reverse. We load the first layers of
experts on GPU memory during initialization. After receiving
a subset of tokens, Lita starts computing their results of the
first layer (Figure 9b). Then the first layers are offloaded to
DRAM and the second layers are then loaded to GPU memory
for computation. Upon completion, the location of the two
layers are again swapped to get ready for the next subset of
tokens. The number of offloading and loading operations are
proportional to the number of micro-op created by Lita with
the communication scheduler. We provide overhead analysis
in §7.4.
Parallel execution. Lita also exploits parallel execution of
the FFNs to minimize the additional running time caused
by packing multiple experts. Figure 9b shows the parallel
execution of two FFN experts on one device. We empiri-
cally find that the expert FFNs are particularly suitable for
parallel execution. One expert per GPU leaves many SMs
under-utilized with modern GPUs: as shown in Table 2, the
average achieved occupancy [1] for four different FFNs is
around 35% during the execution period, implying that many
warps are not utilized. Table 3 further shows the time of con-
currently executing multiple experts. When two experts are
executed in parallel on the same GPU, the running time is only
1.04x that of single expert computation; with four experts in
parallel, the computation time increases to at most 1.67x for
large experts. The average achieved occupancy improves by
66% and 72% for two and four concurrent FFNs, respectively.
Thus parallel execution provides salient efficiency gains.
Overall pipelining efficiency. With the two optimizations,

d_model d_inner
Completion
Time (ms)

Mean Achieved
Occupancy* (%)

512 1024 1.248 32
512 2048 2.317 34
1024 2048 4.263 34
1024 4096 8.367 36

*: Achieved occupancy indicates the fraction of active warps at the moment on the
SMs. Mean achieved occupancy reports the average values of all warp schedulers
during the kernel execution period; the larger the better [1].

Table 2: SM’s achieved occupancy [1] of the FFN expert computation in
different configurations on our A100 GPUs.

d_model d_inner Concurrent FFN completion time

2 4

512 1024 1.02x 1.272ms 1.12x 1.835ms
512 2048 1.02x 2.363ms 1.33x 3.313ms
1024 2048 1.04x 4.433ms 1.64x 6.991ms
1024 4096 1.07x 8.952ms 1.67x 13.972ms

Table 3: We measure the end-to-end completion times of concurrent FFNs
in different configurations and compare it to single FFN computation.

Lita determines the optimal number of experts per device by
examining the overall pipelining efficiency of computation
and communication micro-ops. Specifically, we notice that a
single FFN micro-op takes much less time than its correspond-
ing all-to-all micro-op (Figure 9a). In Table 1, FFN only takes
on average 12.4% of the time compared to all-to-all that takes
37.4%. In other words, experts have to wait on all-to-all in
the pipeline. Ideally, the FFN and all-to-all micro-ops should
take a similar time so that both compute capacity and net-
work bandwidth are fully utilized without any bubbles in the
pipeline. Thus, Lita adopts the following approach: starting
with one expert, it iteratively increases the number of experts
per device in powers of two, until the FFN computation plus
DRAM offloading time exceeds that of the all-to-all micro-op,
or until GPU memory is exhausted, whichever comes first. Fig-
ure 9b presents an example with expert packing. Compared to
Figure 9a, the MoE layer’s completion time is reduced from
18.7ms to 13.7ms (32.1%).

6 Implementation

We have implemented Lita on DeepSpeed MoE and PyTorch
using C++ and Python. PyTorch 1.10, CUDA 11, and NCCL
2.10 are used. We modify the existing implementation of
distributed training in PyTorch to support prioritized com-
munication operations and implement our dynamic expert
packing strategy of MoE layer in DeepSpeed. The current
implementation has 3216 lines of code in total.

6.1 Communication Scheduler
Lita’s communication scheduler runs a single thread, han-
dling events including enqueuing micro-ops, and scheduling
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and launching them based on priority. Each device runs an
instance of the scheduler. Since all the devices perform the
same tasks and follow the same scheduling policy, there is no
communication among the scheduler instances.

The scheduler maintains a priority queue and each micro-op
task has a status and a priority rank. The status can be queuing,
running, and completed. Tasks that are completed would be
removed from the queue. To avoid concurrent communication
operations, the scheduler stops launching micro-ops if the
leading task in the queue is running. Moreover, the scheduler
stops launching allreduce micro-ops if the computation pro-
cess has entered the gating computation in forward pass or
the combining computation in the backward pass, since this
implies all-to-all is imminent.

The micro-op size is passed in as a hyperparameter. Lita
partitions the data accordingly using the built-in APIs chunk
and cat in LibTorch to chunk the transfer data and concate-
nate the data chunks. The micro-ops are assigned with a
priority rank (i.e. 0 for all-to-all and 1 for allreduce). We
avoid putting the data chunks from two gradients into the
same micro-op. This simplifies the subsequent concatenation
operation.

To enable pipelining in the MoE layer, we partition the all-
to-all transfer data in the token dimension (while respecting
the partition size) so that each all-to-all micro-op sends out a
subset of complete tokens. Thus, FFN is ready to start once
part of the tokens are transferred.

6.2 Expert Packing Implementation

Expert packing coordinator. We embed a packing controller
in the MoE model and it runs a single thread. The expert pack-
ing is dynamically adjusted after the training process is stable.
In the forward pass, the controller records the completion
times of all-to-all micro-ops and FFN micro-ops.

When the FFN micro-ops are shorter than all-to-all, the
controller starts to pack experts in three steps. First, we initial-
ize the new data-parallel and expert-parallel process groups
based on the packing decisions. Second, the controller inserts
a one-time synchronous all-to-all to exchange expert param-
eters between packed devices that would be invoked at the
upcoming iteration. Now each device holds the packed ex-
pert parameters. Finally, both the forward and backward pass
would adopt parallel execution when the size of the expert
size is larger than one.
Parallel execution of CUDA kernels. We implement par-
allel expert computation in the forward and backward pass
as follows. We use CUDA Runtime to create and destroy
the same number of CUDA streams as the number of ex-
perts per device at the beginning of a training step. Inside
the MoE computation kernel, we reserve these streams and
dispatch each expert to a unique stream. In each stream, we
use the cuBLAS API cublasXgemm to perform matrix mul-
tiplication inside the FFN experts. Overall, we wrap these

up into two new operations parallel_ffn_forward and
parallel_ffn_backward to replace the original one.
Dynamically-adjusted parallelism. Packing multiple ex-
perts per device requires more delicate coordination of com-
munication operations. With Lita, the parallel process group
changes along with the expert packing decision. In the ex-
isting approach, this can only be achieved by restarting the
training model with new process groups. In Lita, we modify
the existing implementation to support dynamic parallelism
without interrupting the training process.

Allreduce operations in DistributedDataParallel API
are predefined before the training starts. We register the allre-
duce hook to every gradient in the model regardless of its type
(i.e. expert, non-expert). When allreduce of expert gradients
are pushed to the queue, we let the communication sched-
uler to decide whether it should be launched and the process
groups it operates on. In one-expert-per-device case, allreduce
of expert gradients are skipped. Otherwise, they are launched
on the expert parallel groups as the packing decision suggests.
For all-to-all, we just need to replace the process group input
before its execution.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate Lita with Transformer-based language models.
The highlights of our findings are:

• Lita improves the end-to-end training step time by an
average of 1.57x across all models. The largest gain is
1.73x in 8-expert MoE models.

• Training step time is improved by an average of 1.37x
with Lita’s communication scheduler. The benefit is
mainly from the mitigation of period blocked by all-
to-all in the backward pass. The average GPU utilization
is improved by an average of 30% over Baseline.

• Expert packing effectively improves the pipelining ef-
ficiency by up to 2.61x in 16-expert models. The step
time is improved by an average of 1.41x of Baseline for
the Transformer-XL model in different configurations.

• The overhead incurred by Lita’s communication sched-
uler is 1.02% of the step time and the packing overhead
is mostly hidden by threading and pipelining.

7.1 Setup
Testbed setup. Our testbed has four worker nodes. Each
node has 4 Ampere A100GPUs with 40GB memory and is
equipped with 100Gbps InfiniBand.
DNN models. We convert three common Transformer-based
dense language models to MoE models.

• Transformer-XL [14]: a 24-layer encoder model.
• GPT-2 [28]: a 12-layer decoder model.
• BERT2GPT2 [34]: a 12-layer encoder-decoder model.

All the FFN layers in these models are converted to MoE
layers. We vary the number of experts of an MoE layer from
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2, 4, 8, to 16. We adopt a top-2 gate as suggested by [17].
Load balancing at the gate is enabled so that the volume of
tokens received by each expert is the same.
Metrics. We consider five metrics to evaluate Lita.

• Training step time: It measures a complete step of dis-
tributed MoE training, including the forward and back-
ward pass.

• MoE layer completion time: We measure the completion
time of an MoE layer in both forward and backward
directions averaged over all MoE layers in a model. It
consists of the gating network, all-to-all, expert computa-
tion, and the combine operation that averages the expert
output. Note that the allreduce over MoE layer gradients
is not included since it can be fully pipelined with the
computation.

• All-to-all completion time: We record the completion
time of all-to-all in both forward and backward pass. This
is obtained by summing up the communication kernels
in the profiled timeline.

• GPU cycle utilization: We also monitor the GPU utiliza-
tion during model training and SM occupancy during
the FFN expert computation.

• Pipelining efficiency: It is used to assess whether ex-
pert computation can be fully pipelined with all-to-all.
This is only defined for Lita with tensor partitioning and
pipelining. We measure the pipelining efficiency to be
the fraction of non-idle time in the computation CUDA
stream during the total all-to-all duration. DRAM of-
floading overhead counts into the non-idle period as it
happens in the same GPU stream.

Throughout the evaluation we use PyTorch Profiler to profile
the training process and obtain the execution times of CUDA
kernels and GPU activities. All the reported numbers are
averaged over 50 training steps after a 10-step warm-up period.
Since the optimization introduced by Lita does not affect the
precision of model parameters, model accuracy is unchanged
and we omit its evaluation.
Lita configurations. Lita’s micro-op communication sched-
uler adopts a tensor partition size of 30MB, which can mini-
mize the period blocked by all-to-all in most cases. We show
how the partition size affects the training step time in §7.3.
Expert packing is launched at the 10-th step of each training
task and is adjusted every four steps. We present how packing
decisions are made along the training process in §7.4.
Baselines. We use the vanilla DeepSpeed [2] as the Baseline.
Each GPU handles one unique expert. We also provide a brief
comparison with the open-source version of Tutel [7], which
shows very similar performance to DeepSpeed.

7.2 Overall Performance
We evaluate Lita’s overall performance in this section. Note
that Lita is evaluated when the expert packing decision is
stabilized; all settings here use 2 experts per device as the
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Figure 10: Speedup of training step time against two Baselines.

best strategy except Transformer-XL with 16 experts, which
uses 4 experts per device. The number of GPUs is equal to
the number of experts per MoE layer in both Baseline and
Lita. Analysis of the two key ideas behind Lita is separately
presented in §7.3 and §7.4.
Training step time. Figure 10 shows Lita’s speedup in step
time over Baseline and Tutel using the three models with dif-
ferent numbers of experts. All other aspects of the models stay
the same (e.g. sequence length, hidden states dimension, etc.).
Compared to Baseline (DeepSpeed), step time is reduced by
an average of 1.37x and 1.47x for the 4-expert and 16-expert
cases, respectively, and by an average of 1.71x and 1.73x for
2-expert and 8-expert models, respectively. The 2-expert and
8-expert cases see more significant gains as Lita’s packs two
experts per device as mentioned before. The 2-expert case
thus converts to pure data parallelism and eliminates all the
all-to-all operations; the 8-expert models avoid inter-node
all-to-all as our servers have 4 GPUs each. Lita’s speedup
over Tutel is slightly smaller than that of DeepSpeed. Thus in
the following we only use DeepSpeed as the baseline.
MoE layer completion time. We specifically seek to under-
stand Lita’s gain in the MoE layer in both the forward and
backward pass. As Figures 11 and 12 show, similar to step
time, the gain here in the 2-expert and 8-expert cases is the
largest. The forward and backward pass of MoE layers in the
2-expert case are accelerated by 1.84x and 2.41x, and in the
8-expert case by 1.89x and 2.32x, respectively. Meanwhile,
since backward pass in Baseline suffers from the interference
of allreduce while the forward pass does not, the improvement
in the backward pass is more significant.
All-to-all completion time. We then compare the completion
time of all-to-all between Lita and Baseline in the backward
pass. Lita’s communication scheduler prioritizes all-to-all and
avoids concurrent execution with allreduce. Moreover, expert
packing reduces the all-to-all transfer size. Figure 13 shows
an average improvement of 2.21x, 2.39x, and 2.31x in 4-, 8-,
and 16-expert cases, respectively. As discussed before in the
2-expert case Lita packs both experts of an MoE layer on each
device which leads to pure data parallelism. Therefore, no
all-to-all operation is required.
GPU cycle utilization. To see Lita’s impact on resource effi-
ciency, we monitor the GPU activities throughout the training
process. Table 4 shows the average GPU utilization in the
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Figure 11: Speedup of MoE layer’s forward pass
completion time.
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Figure 12: Speedup of MoE layer’s backward pass
completion time.
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Figure 13: Speedup of all-to-all completion time in
both forward and backward pass.

Expert Model Avg. GPU utilization* Mean achieved occupancy (FFN)

Baseline Lita Baseline Lita

16
Transformer-XL 69% 85% 36% 67%
GPT-2 65% 84% 33% 73%
BERT2GPT2 68% 85% 35% 66%

*: GPU utilization indicates the fraction of time that at least one SM is active.

Table 4: Average GPU utilization and SM’s mean achieved occupancy of
expert FFN computation throughout the training process.

MoE layer and SM’s achieved occupancy in FFN computa-
tion across models with 16 experts. Average GPU utilization
is improved by at least 16% as the period blocked by all-to-
all is minimized with Lita’s communication scheduler. SM’s
achieved occupancy is also increased by an average of 1.98x
as we adopt parallel execution in the expert computation.

7.3 Deep Dive: Communication Scheduler

We now present an in-depth analysis of Lita’s priority-based
micro-op scheduler, aiming to understand how tensor parti-
tioning and pipelining contribute to the training step time gain.
We also investigate the impact of partition size. For fairness
all experiments here are obtained without expert packing in
Lita, i.e. there is only one expert per device as in Baseline.
Tensor partitioning and pipelining. To justify our commu-
nication scheduler’s design, we incrementally add the key
design choices to Baseline and see their corresponding gain:
first priority scheduling, then tensor partitioning, and lastly
pipelining. Besides, we consider a fixed scheduling strategy
where allreduce is always scheduled between pairs of all-to-
all operations (i.e. two MoE layers) with tensor fusion enabled
in PyTorch’s DistributedDataParallel by default (same
as Baseline).

Figure 14 shows the step time comparison. We make sev-
eral interesting observations here. First, using priority brings
about 10%–30% gain over Baseline in most cases, with an
average of 24%. Priority scheduling in general presents more
benefit when more devices and nodes are used in training.
The main reason is that all-to-all’s slowdown due to sharing
bandwidth with allreduce is more severe as training scales
out. Second, tensor partitioning significantly improves the
benefit of prioritizing all-to-all: the step time is improved
over Baseline by 1.36x, 1.36x, 1.41x and 1.42x in 2-expert,

4-expert 8-expert and 16-expert cases, respectively on average.
On the other hand, pipelining’s gain is limited as expected,
since expert computation takes much less time than all-to-all
without expert packing (recall §4.2). Overall, all three design
choices can effectively reduce all-to-all’s completion time.

We also observe that the relative benefit of priority schedul-
ing and tensor partitioning is model-specific: GPT-2 enjoys
much more gain from priority compared to tensor partitioning
while the other two models do not exhibit such clear pattern.
This is likely due to the degree of overlapping of all-to-all
and allreduce: most allreduce can fit in between all-to-all op-
erations in GPT-2, and as a result using priority scheduling
alone is very beneficial.

Finally, the fixed scheduling strategy leads to the smallest
gains in almost all cases. This is because (1) all-to-all is not
prioritized and still has to fair-share bandwidth with allreduce
when it arrives, and (2) tensors are not partitioned which
aggravates the impact of allreduce. This demonstrates again
the effectiveness of our design in prioritizing all-to-all with
smaller tensors instead of using fixed heuristics that cannot
opportunistically maximize the scheduling efficiency.
Partition size. We also evaluate the impact of partition size
on the communication scheduler. Figure 15 shows the step
time of 16-expert models when we gradually increase the par-
tition size from 10MB to 100MB. We find that a partition size
beyond 50MB slows down Transformer-XL and BERT2GPT2
compared with 30 MB. As long as the period blocked by all-to-
all is minimized, step time would be minimum. Therefore, for
each model and setting, there are multiple optimum partition
sizes. Theoretically, the scheduler can control the operations
more precisely with a smaller partition size. In practice, a
smaller partition size (below 10MB) may cause a heavy trans-
mission overhead in each micro-op, thus degrading the overall
performance [26].
Overhead analysis. We provide a brief analysis of the over-
head incurred by Lita’s communication scheduler. First, the
preprocessing and postprocessing, including tensor partition-
ing and concatenation, take an average 1.02% of the step time.
Second, we measure the transmission overhead of micro-ops.
We sum up running times of all the communication micro-
ops in Lita and compare against that without partitioning in
Baseline. The average completion time is lengthened by 1.7%,
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(c) BERT2GPT2.

Figure 14: Speedup of training step time over Baseline with different design choices of the communication scheduler.
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Figure 15: Step time speedup when the partition size in Lita increases from
10MB to 200MB. We use the 16-expert models here.

which is negligible.

7.4 Deep Dive: Expert Packing

We then evaluate the effectiveness and overhead of Lita’s
expert packing design. Here Lita’s communication scheduler
is enabled so we can discuss the gain from pipelining.
Packing and step time. Figure 16 shows how the packing
decision evolves and its effect on step time during the train-
ing process of the 16-expert Transformer-XL in different
d_model and d_inner configurations. Recall Lita iteratively
searches the best packing decision. In each round, it first pro-
files the current pipelining efficiency of the MoE layers (steps
10, 14, and 18 in Figure 16a). At the next step Lita updates the
packing decision if necessary. The models experience a one-
off slowdown (steps 12 and 16 in Figure 16a) as an additional
synchronous all-to-all is launched to exchange packed expert
parameters among devices at the next step. After this, the new
packing decision becomes effective and step time improves.
Thus it takes 4 steps to complete one round of adjustment for
the packing decision.

We observe that Lita can quickly find model-specific pack-
ing decision. In Figures 16a and 16b, the optimal decision is
to pack 4 experts per device, and in Figure 16c 2 experts per
device is the best. This is because the model in Figure 16c has
more parameters and the expert FFN computation becomes
longer than all-to-all with 4 experts on one device.
Pipelining efficiency. We calculate the pipelining efficiency
of Lita before and after adopting expert packing in Table 5.
The average improvement is 2.14x and 2.43x in 4-expert and
16-expert cases. The pipelining efficiency without packing
in the 4-expert case is higher than that in 16-expert case be-
cause 4-expert case only involves relatively short intra-node
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(b) d_model is 512 and d_inner is
2048.
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(c) d_model is 1024 and d_inner is
2048.

Figure 16: The expert packing decision process of the 16-expert Transformer-
XL with different d_model and d_inner configurations.

Expert Model Pipelining Efficiency

w/o Packing
w/ Packing

(Experts per Device)

4
Transformer-XL 37% 84% 2
GPT-2 38% 87% 2
BERT2GPT2 44% 83% 2

16
Transformer-XL 33% 86% 4
GPT-2 36% 85% 2
BERTGPT2 34% 79% 2

Table 5: Pipelining efficiency comparison with and without expert packing.
The FFN parameters (d_model, d_inner) for Transformer-XL, GPT-2, and
BERTGPT2 are (512, 2048), (768, 3072) and (768, 3072), respectively.

all-to-all. The expert FFN micro-op computation time is thus
closer to the completion time of all-to-all micro-op. When
the packing decision is four experts per device in the 16-
expert case, pipelining efficiency is improved by 2.61x for
Transformer-XL. We find that two experts per device can
achieve the best pipelining efficiency in most cases. Pack-
ing more experts slows down computation and degrades the
pipelining efficiency.
Overhead analysis. Expert packing incurs two types of over-
head. (1) Data swapping between host DRAM and device.
The average overhead per MoE layer is 22.3% of the compu-
tation time of one expert. Since it is pipelined with the long
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all-to-all operations, its impact on end-to-end step time is little.
In fact Table 5 shows that the expert computation time includ-
ing DRAM offloading overhead is fully masked by all-to-all,
since otherwise the pipelining efficiency would be 100% by
our definition in §7.1. (2) Expert parameter exchanging via
all-to-all, which is already presented in Figure 16. Though it
prolongs the step time, its impact is limited to a single step.
Besides, the time for making packing decisions has a negli-
gible impact on the overall performance as it is running as a
thread concurrently with the main computation process.

8 Discussion
We discuss some potential issues of Lita in this section.
Pipelining gate computation. Lita’s current design pipelines
all-to-all with expert computation in both forward and back-
ward pass. We find that the einsum and cumsum operations
in the gating network are time-consuming [22]. In principle,
all-to-all can also be pipelined with the gate computation to
further reduce the training step time. There are two critical
issues here. First, in the forward pass, pipelining changes
the gating results since the top-k selection is performed in
a smaller pool of samples now. This may affect the model
convergence and accuracy. Second, pipelining in the back-
ward pass requires heavy engineering effort to modify the
PyTorch’s Autograd package. We need to implement a cus-
tomized backward function that allows an input with shape
different from the output shape in the forward function. More-
over, we find that Tutel [7] has introduced optimized kernels
for the einsum operation of the gate, which enhances the
efficiency of the gate computation. Therefore, the gain of
pipelining gate would be diminished.
Parallel execution of CUDA kernels. In Lita, we propose to
adopt parallel execution for FFN computation and customize
a forward and a backward operation to improve the compu-
tation efficiency and the utilization of the device resources.
Existing work [23, 24] has identified such problem in a more
general scope and introduces a compiler-level optimization
technique to exploit inter-operation and intra-operation par-
allelism. These solutions could further improve the parallel
FFN computation efficiency in MoE systems.

9 Related Work
MoE systems and optimization. An increasing number of
general ML frameworks have incorporated support for MoE.
Google’s Mesh TensorFlow [31], Meta’s FairScale [9] and
Microsoft’s DeepSpeed [2] develop MoE-specific APIs for
existing ML frameworks.

Recent literature has also proposed some MoE-specific
optimization techniques. DeepSpeed [29] leverages flexible
combinations of parallelism strategies and enables distributed
training for MoE models. DeepSpeed also introduces an MoE
inference system that optimizes the all-to-all communication
to reduce latency. It adopts a hierarchical all-to-all design to
address the inter/intra-server GPU topology.

Tutel [7] is designed to optimize the computation kernels
used in the MoE layer. Off-the-shelf DNN operations pro-
vided by PyTorch [4] incur significant performance overheads,
especially for the einsum operation which is called at least
four times in one MoE layer. Tutel replaces them with a
fast cumsum-minus-one operation using explicit data layout
transformations. It also uses kernel-fusion to fuse the gat-
ing function into a single kernel and a dense token-to-expert
mapping table to represent the gating decisions.

FasterMoE [19] proposes a performance model to analyze
the end-to-end performance of MoE systems. Guided by this
model, they propose a dynamic shadowing approach to handle
the imbalanced load among experts. Instead of sending tokens
to the experts, they replicate popular experts on each device
to reduce the transfer size. They also design a topology-aware
expert selection strategy that relieves network congestion by
sending tokens to experts with a lower latency.

Compared to these efforts, Lita focuses on optimizing all-
to-all in MoE training which is complementary.
Communication acceleration in distributed training. Our
community has proposed several communication schedulers
for generic distributed training [18, 26]. The objective is to
better overlap the communication and computation operations
in the backward pass and prioritize the communication of for-
mer layers over latter layers in the model. In Lita, we leverage
the domain-specific insight that all-to-all should be prioritized
over allreduce in MoE training, which is different from prior
work. BytePS [21] proposes to reduce the communication
traffic by utilizing the heterogeneous GPU/CPU resources
in a training clusters. Lita can also benefit from this idea,
since more available bandwidth can be left to all-to-all opera-
tions. The acceleration techniques of these existing work can
all be integrated to MoE distributed training for aggregating
gradients with allreduce.

10 Conclusion
We present Lita, a new system that accelerates all-to-all in dis-
tributed training of large MoE models. Through a systematic
analysis, we build Lita upon two key ideas: first to prioritize
all-to-all over allreduce using tensor partitioning and pipelin-
ing to improve its bandwidth, and second to pack multiple
experts into one device to reduce the transfer size of all-to-all.
We implement Lita over DeepSpeed and perform extensive
testbed evaluation using A100 GPUs and 100Gbps InfiniBand
to show that Lita significantly improves efficiency of training
MoE layers and thus the overall training step time.

We plan to extend our work in two directions. First, ac-
celerating all-to-all from the bottom up. All-to-all can be
decomposed into multiple send and receive operations. A
fine-grained implementation of all-to-all could eliminate re-
dundant operations and further elevate the efficiency when
gate decisions follow a certain traceable pattern. Second, we
plan to also study MoE inference. Large MoE inference mod-
els are inevitably deployed in a distributed manner, where
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communication adds to the response time. Minimizing infer-
ence latency is critical to the practicality of MoE systems.
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